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5th DV Newsletter of 2015 (#57).

Important Articles and Resources:
Holiday Greetings from the Creator of DisabilityVoice and Family

Your Hope for 2017
By Timothy A Carey, DisabilityVoice™
My intention with this article was to be a continuation of contributor Jason Hubal’s hope articles
after his passing, but this year there was a seeming lack of interest. Jason passed away earlier
this year. My hope for 2017 is for DisabilityVoice to help more people with disabilities and for

DisabilityVoice website to grow in usability & number of users. If you missed the deadline for
giving your hope, there is still time to give your hope for an article in the new year. Check out
the inspirational quote for December 2016 at the end of this newsletter for some inspiration.
People who don’t necessarily have a disability, but know people with disabilities are also invited
to give your hope or inspiration. The new deadline is Thursday, January 19, 2017.

Educating the Community About Your Special Needs Child
By Chloe Pearson, DisabilityVoice™
If you have a child with special needs, you are aware of the dual roles you play: one as a parent
and the other as an advocate for your child’s needs.
View Full Article

CMMS Deshae Lott Ministries Outreach 2016 - Final
By Timothy A Carey, DisabilityVoice™
This is the final results of grants and scholarship for 2016. This is a list from both award
postings in 2016. I encourage people with disabilities to check out this tremendous opportunity.
View Full Article

Book and Tablet Holder Floor Stand
Timothy A Carey, DisabilityVoice™
The LEVO G2 tablet and book holder floor stand could work as an assistive technology device
for positioning your tablet or book. This device is also the so many kinds of tablets including, but
not limited to IPad, IPad pro, Kindle, Galaxy Tablet, Nook.
View Full Article

DV Inspirational Quotes - Month of December, 2016
"The chief beauty about time is that you cannot waste it in advance. The next
year, the next day, the next hour are lying ready for you, as perfect, as unspoiled,
as if you had never wasted or misapplied a single moment in all your life. You can
turn over a new leaf every hour if you choose.” ― Arnold Bennett
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